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This week’s 

celebrations 
This week’s 100% attendee’s: 

- RC, JK, & HV from Maple. 

- NB, JD, CH & ML from 

Linden. 

- OF, DG, CR, EHS, CS & TT 

from Lilac.  

- EJ & OT from Lavender. 

- GD and HL from Chestnut. 

- ED & RP from Bonsai.  

- TB, NR & CR from Birch. 

- RB from Beech.  

  This week’s word of 

the week is:   

EQUALITY 

 As the parade danced through 

the cobbled streets, each friend 

wore a costume that reflected 

their individuality. Cleo Cat 

sparkled in a rainbow tutu, while 

Ricky Rabbit twirled with polka-

dotted ears. The magical moment 

unfolded as the townsfolk 

cheered for the spectacular 

display of equality. 

 

In Fairytaleville, equality wasn't 

just a word; it was a lively dance 

where differences were 

embraced and celebrated. The 

grand parade became an annual 

tradition, reminding everyone 

that in the land of fairytales, 

every character had a special role 

in creating a story of harmony 

and joy.  

 

    

 
UPCOMING EVENTS 

 

Current term 

(Wednesday 3rd January – Friday 9th 

February) 

Upcoming half term 

(Monday 12th February – Friday 16th 

February)  

Inset Day 

(Monday 19th February) 

Start of next term 

(Tuesday 20th February) 

 

  

The best 

way to 

predict the 

future is to 

create it.  
- Peter Drucker 

 

 

In Fairytaleville, where every story began 

with "Once upon a time," little Emma 

Elephant embarked on a quest to 

understand the enchanting meaning of 

equality. Wise Grandma Giraffe explained, 

"Equality, dear Emma, is like a magical 

cake where everyone gets an equally 

delicious slice. It's treating everyone the 

same, no matter how different they might 

be." Determined to share the joy of 

equality, Emma gathered friends from all 

corners of Fairytaleville—Cleo Cat, Ricky 

Rabbit, and Danny Dragon. They decided 

to organise a grand costume parade, 

where every creature, big or small, furry or 

feathered, would be celebrated for their 

unique charm. 
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Monday                

Sausage Casserole. Ham and Cheese baguettes. Beans on Toast. 

Ice cream. 

Tuesday 

Meatballs and Pasta. Corned Beef hash.  Croissants.   

Scone and Cream. 

Wednesday 

Roast Dinner. Crumpets.   

Crumble and custard. 

Thursday 

Chicken curry with fried rice. Chicken fajita wraps.  Sausage or Bacon bap. 

Golden Syrup Sponge cake. 

Friday 

Fish or Chicken nuggets with chips. Pancakes.   

Biscuit. 
 

Last week’s Head Teacher challenge was for all form groups to get together and complete a quiz that was based on 

2023. Beech class won the quiz with 9 correct answers! Birch, Bonsai, Chestnut, Maple and Linden all scored 8. For 

winning the challenge the pupils from Beech all received a £2 voucher to be spent in the school tuck shop.  

This week Lavender class 

went for a walk in the snow, 

around the fields and over 

to the ship canal. They even 

made a snowman with lilac 

class, with a real carrot 

nose! The pupils also wrote 

an Icelandic story, which 

was sent home this week.  
   

 
 

Please visit the Chaigeley Spotify Page!!  

 

‘Chaigeley School – Realising Potential’ 

This week’s assembly was based on Equality and Equity, and was presented by 

the KS4 Lead, Louise. 

Equality means treating everyone the same, like giving everyone the same-

sized box to stand on. But, imagine if some people are shorter or taller. Equity 

is like giving each person the right-sized box so everyone can see over the 

fence and enjoy the game. It's about making sure everyone has what they 

need to be happy and successful, even if it's different for each person. So, 

while equality is being fair by treating everyone alike, equity is being fair by 

giving everyone what they need to be their best selves. It's like making sure 

the playground is fun for everyone, no matter their size or abilities. 
 

House points:  

Individual (this week) 

Lower School – EHS 7,150 

Middle School – NR 11,550 

Upper School – CC 4,150 

House teams (running total) 

Moore – 190,890 

Ali – 151,850 

Bryant – 108,180 

House teams (this week) 

Moore – 72,380 

Ali – 61,040 

Bryant – 37,730 
 

 


